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Abstract - Sequential pattern mining is the process 

of applying data mining techniques to a sequence 

database for the purpose of discovering the 

correlation that exist among an order list of events. 

Here the PrefixSpan [1] sequential pattern mining 

algorithm is used to generate sequential patterns 

from the dataset. After applying any sequential 

pattern mining algorithm on large dataset there 

could be a huge number of sequential patterns 

generated which are very hard to understand and 
hard to use by the users[2]. Users are often 

interested in only small subset of such patterns so by 

inserting several constraints with the sequential 

pattern mining algorithm we can restrict the 

algorithm from generating such a huge number of 

patterns. Here we study constraints like Item, 

Duration and Length of Transaction with the 

PrefixSpan algorithm in order to handle the large 

database. Less number of sequential patterns is 

generated when we use the PrefixSpan algorithm 

with Item, Duration and Length of Transaction 
constraint.  

I. INTRODUCTION  

As a young research field, data mining has 

made significant progress and covered a broad 

spectrum of applications since 1980. Today, data 

mining is used in a vast array of areas. It is no 

surprise that data mining, as a truly 

interdisciplinary subject, can be defined in many 

different ways. Even the term data mining does not 

really present all the major components in the 

picture. To refer to the mining gold from rocks or 

sand, we say gold mining instead of rock or sand 

mining. Analogously, data mining should have 

been more appropriately named “knowledge mining 

from data,” which is unfortunately somewhat long. 

However, the shorter term, knowledge mining may 

not reflect the emphasis on mining from large 

amounts of data. Nevertheless, mining is a vivid 

term characterizing the process that finds a small 

set of precious nuggets from a great deal of row 

material. Thus, such misnomer carrying both “data” 

and “mining” became a popular choice. In addition 

many other terms have a similar meaning to data 

mining – for example, knowledge mining from data, 

knowledge extraction, data/pattern analysis, data 

archaeology, data dredging [3]. 

One of the active research areas is sequential 

pattern mining which finds interesting sequential 

patterns among the large database. It finds out 

frequent subsequences as patterns from a sequence 

database. With massive amounts of data 

continuously being collected and stored, many 

industries are becoming interested in mining 

sequential patterns from their database [4,5]. 

 

II. Introduction to Sequential Pattern Mining  

Sequential pattern mining is the mining of 

frequently occurring ordered events or 

subsequence’s as patterns. An example of a 

sequential pattern is “Customers who buy a 

Samsung digital camera are likely to buy an HP 

colour printer within a month.” For retail data, 

sequential patterns are useful for shelf placement 

and promotions. This industry, and other 

businesses, may also use sequential patterns for 

targeted marketing, customer retention, and many 

other tasks. Other areas in which sequential patterns 

can be applied include Web access pattern analysis, 

weather prediction, and network intrusion 

detection. The sequential pattern mining problem 

was first introduced by Agrawal and Srikant in 

1995 based on their study of customer purchase 

sequences, as follows: Given a set of sequences, 

where each sequence consists of a list of events (or 

elements) and each event consists of a set of items, 

and given a user-specified minimum support 

threshold of min sup, sequential pattern mining 

finds all frequent subsequence’s, that is, the 

subsequence’s whose occurrence frequency in the 

set of sequences is no less than min support [4]. 

An itemset is a nonempty set of items A 

sequence is an ordered list of events. A sequence s is 

denoted <e1e2e3....el>, where event e1 occurs before 

e2, which occurs before e3, and so on. Event e j is 

also called an element of s. In the case of customer 

purchase data, an event refers to a shopping trip in 

which a customer bought items at a certain store. 

The event is thus an itemset, that is, an unordered list 

of items that the customer purchased during the trip. 

The itemset (or event) is denoted (x1x2....xq), where 

xk is an item. For brevity, the brackets are omitted if 

an element has only one item, that is, element (x) is 

written as x. Suppose that a customer made several 
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shopping trips to the store. These ordered events 

form a sequence for the customer. That is, the 

customer first bought the items in s1, and then later 

bought the items in s2, and so on. An item can occur 

at most once in an event of a sequence, but can occur 

multiple times in different events of a sequence. The 

number of instances of items in a sequence is called 

the length of the sequence. 

 

III. Problem Formulation 

This section presents the formal definition of 

the problem of sequential pattern mining Let D be a 

database of customer transactions, I={I1,I2,....,In} be 

a set of m distinct attributes called items. A 

Sequence is an ordered list of itemsets. A sequence s 

is denoted by < s1 s2 ……sl >, where si is an 

itemsets, i.e. si ⊆ I for 1≤ i ≤ l. si is also called an 

element of the sequence. Since an element is a set, 

and the order of its items is not important. Length of 

a sequence is the number of instance of items in that 

sequence. A sequence with length k is called a k 

sequence [4]. 

A sequence α= < a1 a2 ….an> is called 

subsequence of the β= <b1 b2 …bm>, and denoted as 

α ⊆ β , if there exist integers 1≤ j1<j2<…<jn≤m such 

that a1 ⊆bj1 , a2 ⊆bj2 , ... , an ⊆bjn. Sequence α is 

also called the super sequence of β. A sequence α is 

called a frequent sequence pattern in sequence 

database S, if the number of tuples in S that contain 

α is greater than or equal to a given positive integer γ 

, called support threshold , or minimum support , 

i.e., Support (α) ≥ γ. A sequence α is called a 

frequent Max sequential pattern in sequence 

database S, if α is a frequent sequential pattern in S, 

and there exists no frequent sequential pattern β in S, 

such that β is a proper super sequence of α [4]. 

The problem of sequential pattern mining is to 

find the complete set of frequent sequential patterns 

in a sequence database, for a given minimum 

support threshold[4]. 

 
A. Motivation  

Sequential pattern mining, which extracts 

frequent subsequence’s from a sequence database, 

has attracted a great deal of interest during the recent 

data mining research because it is the basis of many 

applications such as customer purchasing behaviour,  

web user analysis, stock trend prediction, DNA 

sequence analysis and using the history of symptoms 

to predict certain kind of disease. University and 

college Libraries stores the student book issue 

records electronically we can do the sequential 

pattern mining on such kind of records. By analysing 

sequential patterns on library transaction records we 

can improve the library facility for example library 

can provide the recommendation facility to the 

readers and also manage the books layout [6].  

B. Types of Sequential Pattern Mining algorithms 

There are broadly two types of sequential 
pattern mining algorithms available Apriori based 

and pattern growth based. In Apriori based 

approaches like AprioriAll [4] and GSP [7] large 

number of candidate sets are generated so multiple 

scanning are required to prune the candidate set. On 

the other hand in pattern-growth based approach like 

FreeSpan [8] and PrefixSpan [1] there is no 

candidate generation process they work on the 

projected database approach which saves a lot of 

computation cost. PrefixSpan algorithm is used to 

generate the frequent sequences from the transaction 

data. After applying sequential pattern mining on 
large database there could be a large number of 

sequential patterns generated so constrained based 

sequential mining is needed which extracts the 

sequential patterns which are of users interest [10]. 

For effectiveness and efficiency considerations, 

constraints are essential in many sequential pattern 

mining applications.  

 

C. Scope 

With Constrained based PrefixSpan algorithm 

we can generate the sequential patterns from 

transaction data in efficient and effective manner.  

 

D. Available Sequential pattern Mining 

Approaches. 

Generally two types of approaches are there for 

sequential pattern mining [9, 11, 15]. 

- Apriori Based 

- Pattern-Growth Based 

 

1) Apriori Based Approache 

Apriori-based Sequential Pattern mining was 

first proposed in [4] termed AprioriAll algorithm set 

the ground for engender the sequential pattern 

mining algorithms that are largely depends on the 

apriori property [12] and uses the Apriori-generate 

join scheme to produce candidate sequences. The 

apriori property says that “any sub-pattern of a 

frequent pattern must be frequent” [12]. It is also 

delineate as antimonotonic, in that if the sequence 

cannot gratify the minimum support value, all of its 

super sequences will also let down the test. Some of 

the Aprioir-based sequential pattern mining 

algorithms are AprioriAll [4] and GSP [7]. 

1.1 AprioriAll Algorithm 

This Sequential pattern mining was first 

proposed in [4]. If we have the library transaction 

database with three attributes student-id, transaction 

time i.e. the book issue date and book-id, the 

problem of mining sequential pattern is to find the 
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maximal sequences from all frequent sequences that 

satisfy the minimum support value. There are five 

steps in the AprioriAll algorithm. Identify  

Sort Phase: In this phase database is sorted with 

student-id as the major key and transaction time as 

the minor key.And after that the database is 

converted into the sequence database. 

Litemset Phase: In this phase the database is 

scanned to obtain frequent 1-sequences and also 

large 1-itemset. The set of Litemset is then mapped 

to a set of contiguous integers. 

Transformation Phase: In this phase the sequence 

database is transformed into a set of sequence 

database by those large itemsets. Now if the 

sequence database does not contain any large itemset, 

then that sequence is not carry in the transformed 

sequence. 

Sequence Phase: In this phase multipasses are 

performed over the database to found the sequential 

pattern. This phase is somewhat similar to the 

candidate generation and test step of the apriori 

algorithm [12]. In the AprioirAll algorithm we first 

found the frequent 1-sequences from the transformed 

database and this frequent 1-sequences becomes the 

seed set for finding the frequent 2-sequences and the 

process will carryout upto the point when no more 

frequent sequence generation are possible. 

Maximal phase: After the sequence phase we see 

that lots of frequent sequences are generated so to 

reduce this huge number of frequent sequences we 

are only interested in the maximal sequences [4,10]. 

The sequences are called maximal sequences if s is 

not contained in any other sequences. 

One of the drawbacks of AprioriAll algorithm 

was that it generates lots of candidate sequences so it 

is very time consuming process to prune the 

candidate sequences [3, 1]. 

2) Pattern-GrowthBased Algorithm 

Promptly after the Apriori-Based approaches 

in the mid-1990s, the pattern growth approaches 

appear in the decade of 2000 onwards as a solution 

to the issue of generate-and-test [8,1]. The crucial 

feeling is to avert the candidate generation step, and 

to target the search on restricted portion of the 

original database. The search space partitioning 

factor shows an essential role in pattern-growth. 

Approximately every pattern-growth algorithm starts 

by making a representation of the database to be 

mined, then suggests a way to partition the search 

space, and generates as less candidate sequences as 

possible by expanding on the previously mined 

frequent sequences. FreeSpan [8] and PrefixSpan [1] 

are the two algorithms started using projected 

database being the most influencing. 

 
3) PrefixSpan Algorithm 

This algorithm was proposed in [1] with the 

aim of reducing the huge number of candidate 

sequences generated in the Apriori-Based algorithms 

[1, 11]. This algorithm examines only the prefix 

subsequence’s and projects only their corresponding 

postfix subsequence’s into projected database. 

The procedure of PrefixSpan algorithm is described 

as follows [1]. 

 

Step1: Find length one sequential patterns 

At first the PrefixSpan algorithm finds all 

frequent items which are 1-length sequential patterns 

by scanning the sequential database with respect to 

the given minimum support these frequent one 

length sequences used as a prefix for generating the 

projected database. 

 

Step2: Divide search space 

Divide search space into prefixes whose 

support is greater than the minimum support. 

 

Step3: Find subset of sequential patterns 

The subset of sequential patterns can be 

searched by constructing projected database and 

mine each recursively. 

 

4) Working of PrefixSpan Algorithm with 

Example 

Table 1 shows the sample library dataset 

where first column represent the transaction date on 

which the student issued books, second column 

represent student-id and the last column represent 

different books issued by the students at particular 

date; here books are represented by their book id. 

Now as the pre-processing phase the 

transaction database of Table1 is first converted into 

the sequence database as shown in Table 2. In Table 

2 first column represent student-id and the second 

column represent different books issued by students 

at different date. Here the bracket shows that the 

particular books are issued together. For 

simplification we use the different characters instead 

of book-id like 1090 is denoted by A ,1094 is 

denoted by B, 2050 is denoted by C and 3021 is 

denoted by D . 

First step of PrefixSpan algorithm is to 

generate the frequent 1-length sequences; here we 

set the value of minimum support as 2 means the 

patterns are frequent only if they come in 2 or more 

than 2 sequences in the sequence database. 

Here frequent 1-length sequences for the sample 

database of Table2 are <A>:4, <B>:3, <C>:2, <D>:2 
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Table 1 Sample Transaction Dataset of 

Library 

 

Table 2 Sequence Database 

 

After generating the frequent 1-length sequences 

these 1-length sequences are used to divide the 

search space and generates the projected database 

based on these 1-length sequences [1]. Table 3 

shows the projected database for every 1-length 

sequences. For prefix A and sequence <(AB)> 

subsequence for mining sequential pattern having 

prefix <A>, is <(_B)> and if the sequence is like 

<A(A,D)> so the subsequence is <(AD)>. So 

complete set of projected database for prefix <A> is 

<(_B)>, <(A,D)>, <(_B)(AB)(CD)(BC)>, 

<(_B)BACA>. Similarly we can generate the 

projected database for every frequent 1-length 

sequences. Table 3 shows the projected database for 

every 1-length sequences. 

After frequent 1-length sequences frequent 2-length 

sequences are generated from the projected database, 

consider for example we have to generate the          

2-length sequential patterns from <A>  for this we 

have to scan the projected database of <A> and 

generate the 1-length pattern from this projected 

database. 

 

Table 3 Projected Database for 1-length Frequent 

Sequences 

 

Now we only consider those frequent 1-length 

patterns which satisfy the minimum support value 

and combine the prefix A with these 1-length 

patterns to generate the 2-length sequential pattern 

and after that recursively mine the other projected 

database for generating the three or more than three 

length patterns. The complete step of generating the 

sequential patterns with prefix <A> is shown in 

Table 4 here we see that for prefix <A> the 

generated patterns are <AA>, <AB>, <AC>, <AD>, 

<(AB)>, <AAC>, <ABD>, <(AB)A>, <(AB)B>, 

<(AB)C>, <(AB)AC>,<(AB)BC>. Similarly 

algorithm generates the sequential patterns for prefix 

<B>, <C> and <D>. Table 5 shows the total 

sequential patterns generated. 

 

5. Handling Constraints in PrefixSpan Algorithm 

 

Sequential pattern mining faces many 

challenges in both effectiveness and efficiency. On 

one hand there could be a large number of sequential 

patterns in large database [13, 16]. A user is often 

interested in only a small subset of such patterns. 

Display all sequential patterns may make the mining 

result hard to understand and hard to use. This leads 

in the effectiveness concern: can we only found the 

sequential patterns that are highly interested to users.  

On the other hand mining a large number of 

sequential patterns from large database is naturally a 

computationally expensive task. If we target on only 

those sequential patterns interesting to users, we may 

be able to save a lot of computation cost by those 

uninteresting patterns. 

Constraint based sequential pattern mining 

extracts the sequential patterns which are of user’s 

interest [13, 14]. For effectiveness and efficiency 

Transaction Date Student ID Book issued 

21/08/2012 11CP606 1090,1094 

22/08/2012 11CP607 1090 

10/09/2012 11CP607 1090,3021 

16/08/2012 11CP615 1090,1094 

30/08/2012 11CP615 1090,1094 

04/09/2012 11CP615 2050,3021 

07/09/2012 11CP615 2050,1094 

16/08/2012 11CP618 1090,1094 

18/08/2012 11CP618 1094 

21/08/2012 11CP618 1090 

23/08/2012 11CP618 2050 

31/08/2012 11CP618 1090 

11CP606  <(AB)> 

11CP607  <A(A,D)> 

11CP615      <(AB)(AB)(CD)(BC)> 

11CP618  <(AB)BACA> 

Prefix Projected (Postfix) Database 

< A ><                    <A> 

 <(_B)>, 

<(A,D)>, 

<(_B)(AB)(CD)(BC)>, 

<(_B)BACA> 

< B > 
 <(AB)(CD)(BC)> , 

<BACA>  

< C>  <(_D)(CB)> 

< D>  <(CB)> 
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consideration, constraints are necessary in many 

sequential pattern mining applications [16]. 

The aim of sequential pattern mining with 

constraint is to found the entire set of sequential 

patterns satisfying a user specified constraint C.  

Constraint based sequential pattern mining 

can be classified into following groups [17]. 

- Post-Processing (Filtering out sequential 

patterns that do not satisfy user specified 

constraints after the actual discovery 

process). 

- Candidate filtering (Application of 

constraints to reduce the number of processed 

candidates). 

- Dataset Filtering (Selecting only those 

transactions in the sequence database that can 

possibly support patterns that satisfy user-

specified constraints). 

There is no meaning of inserting the constraint after 

generating all the sequential patterns (i.e. after Post-

Processing) because this does not improves the 

efficiency of the sequential pattern mining algorithm. 

So we can insert the constraints in the sequential 

pattern mining algorithm at the time of candidate 

processing or we can push the constraint on the 

sequence database (i.e. at Pre-processing stage in 

that we only allow the  transaction in the sequence 

database that satisfy user specified constraint ). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4 Generation of Sequential Patterns for Prefix <A> 

 

 

 

 

Prefix Projected Database Frequent 1-

length Pattern 

Frequent Sequential  

Patterns 

<A> <(_B)> <(A,D)> 

<(_B)(AB)(CD)(CB)> 

<(_B)BACA> 

<A>:3 <B>:2 

<C>:2 <D>:2 

<(_B)>:3 

<AA>:3 

<AB>:2<AC>:2 

<AD>:2<(AB)>:3 

<AA> <(_D)> 

<(_B)(CD)(CB)> 

<CA> 

<A>:1 <B>:1  

<C>:2 <D>:1 

<(_B)>:1 

<(_d)>:1 

<AAC>:2 

<AAC> <(_D)(CB)> 

<A> 

<A>:1 <B>:1 

<C>:1<(_D)>:1 
--- 

<AB> <(CD)(CB)> 

<ACA> 

<A>:1 <B>:1 

<C>:2 <D>:1 
<ABC>:2 

<ABC> <(_D)(CB)>  

<A> 

<A>:1 <B>:1  

<C>:1 

<(_D)>:1 

--- 

<AC> <(_D)(CB)> 

<A> 

<A>:1 <B>:1 

<C>:1 

<(_D)>:1 

--- 

<AD> <(CB)> <B>:1 <C>:1 --- 

<(AB)> <(AB)(CD)(CB)> 

<BACA> 

<A>:2 <B>:2 

<C>:2 <D>:1 
<(AB)A>:2<(AB)B>:2 

<(AB)C>:2 

<(AB)A> <(_B)(CD)(CB)> 

<CA> 

<A>:1 <B>:1 

<C>:2 <D>:1 
<(AB)AC> 

<(AB)AC> <(_D)(CB)> 

<A> 

<A>:1 <B>:1 

<C>:1 

<(_D)>:1 

--- 

<(AB)B> <(CD)(CB)> 

<ACA> 

<A>:1 <B>:1 

<C>:2 <D>:1 
<(AB)BC> 

<(AB)BC> <(_D)(CB)> 

<A> 

<A>:1 <B>:1 

<C>:1 

<(_D)>:1 

--- 
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In both Candidates filtering and Dataset 

filtering approach the efficiency of the sequential 

pattern mining algorithm improves because the 

search space is greatly reduces and also less number 

of patterns are generated which are of user specific.  

Traditional sequential pattern mining 

algorithms only consider frequency constraint but 

they do not return sequential patterns of user interest 

while constraint based sequential pattern mining 

considers frequency constraint as well as user 

specified constraints and return user specified 

patterns for effectiveness and efficiency 

improvement of the traditional sequential pattern 

mining algorithm. 

Here we can study PrefixSpan algorithm with 

constraint. Here we study three constraints Item 

constraint, Duration constraint and the length of 

Transaction constraint. 

From these three constraints Item constraint is 

come under the candidate filtering group while other 

two constraints are come under the Dataset filtering 

group. Descriptions of these constraints are given 

below with examples. 

 

5.1 Item Constraint           

This is the candidate filtering constraint which only 

generates those sequential patterns which starts with 

the user specified Item constraint. For the sequence 

database of Table 2 if user sets the Item Constraint 

as A then the algorithm only generate the sequential 

patterns that start with the item A. So with the Item 

constraint A following sequential patterns are 

generated as the output 

 

Prefix Sequential Patterns 

<A> <AA> <AB> <AC> <AD> <(AB)> 

<AAC> <ABD> <(AB)A> <(AB)B> 

<(ABC)> <(AB)AC> <(AB)BC> 

 

Here we see that all the generated sequential patterns 

are start with the Item constraint that is set by the 

user. We are not getting sequential patterns that start 

with Items other than A. We push this Item 

constraint in the PrefixSpan algorithm at the time of 

candidate generation. After generating frequent 1-

length sequences the algorithm only generate the 

projected database for the user specified Item 

constraint and all the sequential patterns are mined 

from this projected database recursively. Here as we 

know this Item constraint comes under the candidate 

filtering group so proposed algorithm not generate 

the projected database and candidate sets for Items 

other than the user specified Item constraint which 

ultimately improves the effectiveness and the 

efficiency of the PrefixSpan algorithm.   

 

5.2 Duration Constraint 

This constraint comes under the Dataset filtering 

group which insert at the pre-processing step of the 

PrefixSpan algorithm. This constraint works on the 

date field on which the transactions are done by the 

users here user inputs two threshold value starting 

date and ending date with the PrefixSpan algorithm. 

When this constraint is set by the user the 

transaction database is filter out and only those 

transactions which comes under the starting date and 

ending date are consider for generating the sequence 

database. For example consider the transaction 

database of Table 1 if  user set the duration 

constraint as 16/08/2012 (start date)  and 23/08/2012 

(end date) then PrefixSpan algorithm only generates 

the sequence database for the transactions which 

comes under this two dates then the final sequence 

database with this duration constraint is shown 

below.  

 

Sequence Database after Duration Constraint 

11CP606 <(AB)> 

11CP607 <A> 

11CP615 <(AB)> 

11CP618 <(AB)BAC> 

Now the PrefixSpan algorithm generates the 

sequential pattern from this reduced sequence 

database which improves the efficiency and 

effectiveness of the PrefixSpan algorithm. By using 

this constraint users generate the sequential patterns 

from specific duration of their interest.  

 

5.3 Length of Transaction Constraint    

 

This constraint also comes under the Dataset 

filtering group. When this constraint is set to some 

user specified threshold then algorithm generates the 

sequence database for only those users whose 

number of transactions is more than this threshold 

value. For the transaction database of Table3.1 if the 

Prefix Sequential Patterns 

<A> 

<AA> <AB> <AC> <AD> <(AB)> <AAC> <ABD> 

<(AB)A> 

<(AB)B> <(AB)C> <(AB)AC> <(AB)BC> 

<B> <BA> <BB> <BC> <BAC> <BBC> 

<C> ---- 

<D> ---- 
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threshold value for this constraint is set to three then 

the sequence database generated is as follows. 

 

Sequence database after Length of Transaction 

Constraint 

11CP61

5 

<(AB)(AB)(CD)(BC)

> 

11CP61

8 
 <(AB)BACA> 

 

Compare to the sequence database of Table 2 

sequences for users 11CP606 and 11CP607 are not 

included in the final sequence database because the 

number of transactions for these users are not satisfy 

the user specified Length of Transaction threshold 

which is set to three here. By this constraint we can 

reduce the search space which ultimately reduces the 

number of sequential patterns. By this constraint we 

generally get the long sequential patterns.  

 

5.4 Working of the PrefixSpan algorithm with 

Constraints 

Flow of Algorithm is as follows: 

Step1: In the pre-processing step only those 

transaction are occur in the sequence database which 

satisfy the user defined Duration and Length of 

Transaction Threshold      

Step2:  In this step all the 1-length sequences are 

generated from the sequence database. 

Step3: In this step projected database are generated 

from the 1-length sequences. Now algorithm mines 

the projected database recursively to generate the 

two or more length patterns. Here algorithm also 

checks the Item constraint. If the Item constraint is 

set by the user then projected database is generated 

only for that item and the sequential patterns are 

recursively mined from this projected database.  

 
Conclusions 

In this study sequential pattern mining based on 

PrefixSpan algorithm is evaluate in detail.   With this        

investigation it is realized that PrefixSpan algorithm 

for sequential pattern mining was proposed with the 

objective of reducing the huge number of candidate 

sequences generated in the Apriori Based algorithms. 

In this study it is realized that constraint based 

sequential pattern mining extracts the sequential 

patterns which are of user’s interest. It is also 

observed that for effectiveness and efficiency 

consideration constraints are necessary in many 

sequential pattern mining applications. 
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